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FIRE RATED BUILDING SOLUTIONS
(Modular Buildings & Portable Cabins)

Pickerings®
Temporary Spaces for Expanding Places
Pickerings Fire Rated Building Solutions: Features & Benefits

**Fire Rated Modular Buildings**
- Manufactured from non-flammable materials to give up to 180 minutes fire resistance.
- Independently tested & fire certified.
- Can create large open plan areas or mix of smaller & larger compartments.
- Can be installed as single, double or triple storeys.

**Fire Rated Cabins**
- Tested to contain a fire for 30 minutes “in to out” & “out to in”.
- Independently tested and fire certified at Exova Fire Research Centre, Warrington.
- Steel window shutters which release in a fire to close against a steel catch.
- Manufactured to a steel construction with steel door, fire rated internal walls & ceiling.
- Several sizes & layouts including office, canteen, changing room, toilets & shower.

- Reassurance about the safety & well-being of your people & property.
- Peace of mind knowing your building has achieved approved standards.
- Improve teamwork & personal well-being with open plan working areas.
- Optimise site footprint particularly on a restricted site.
- Allows time to escape from a fire.
- Achieves approved standards to give you peace of mind.
- Provides emergency fire protection.
- The highest quality fire rated materials for your protection.
- Meets fire requirements for working on a construction site.
- Choose from a selection of cabins for your specific requirements.
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